
 
 
 
SMT Direc*onal Couplers 
 

 
 

Introduc*on: 
 
SMT direc*onal couplers are essen*al components in RF and microwave systems, enabling 
power division, signal monitoring, and signal isola*on. This document aims to help engineers 
and technicians understand the principles, applica*ons, and best prac*ces for u*lizing SMT 
direc*onal couplers effec*vely. 
 
Overview of SMT Direc*onal Couplers: 
 
SMT direc*onal couplers are passive devices that split and measure RF power in a transmission 
line. They consist of mul*ple ports: the mainline, coupled port, isolated port, and termina*on 
port. The mainline carries the primary signal, while the coupled port extracts a frac*on of the 
power for monitoring or feedback purposes. The isolated port provides isola*on between the 
mainline and the coupled port, allowing independent signal measurements. 
 
Applica*ons of SMT Direc*onal Couplers: 
 

• Power Division: SMT direc*onal couplers are used for spliFng RF power into two or 
more paths, allowing signals to be distributed to different components or subsystems. 

• Signal Monitoring: The coupled port of the coupler enables monitoring of the power or 
amplitude of the signal without interrup*ng the main transmission line. 

• Signal Isola*on: SMT direc*onal couplers provide isola*on between different 
components or subsystems, preven*ng unwanted interference and maintaining signal 
integrity. 

 
 



Key Performance Parameters: 
 

• Coupling Factor (C): Determines the amount of power extracted at the coupled port. 
Select a value appropriate for the monitoring or feedback requirements. 
 
The coupling factor represents the ra*o of power coupled to the coupled port compared 
to the power in the mainline. It is typically expressed in decibels (dB). 
 
C (dB) = 10 * log10(P_coupled / P_mainline) 
 

• Inser*on Loss (IL): Minimize inser*on loss to maintain signal quality and reduce power 
loss in the mainline. 

 
The inser*on loss represents the power loss incurred when the signal passes through 
the mainline of the coupler. It is also expressed in decibels (dB). 
 
IL (dB) = 10 * log10(P_input / P_output) 
 

• Isola*on: Higher isola*on between the mainline and coupled port ensures accurate 
signal monitoring and prevents interference. 

 
Isola*on measures the level of signal aUenua*on between the mainline and the coupled 
port, indica*ng the degree of isola*on or separa*on between the two paths. It is 
expressed in decibels (dB). 
 
Iso (dB) = 10 * log10(P_mainline / P_coupled) 

 
• Return Loss (RL):  

 
Return loss quan*fies the amount of reflected power at a port. It is oXen used to assess 
the impedance matching of a coupler. Return loss is also expressed in decibels (dB). 
 
RL (dB) = -10 * log10(P_reflected / P_input) 
 

 
Selec*on Criteria: 
 
When choosing an SMT direc*onal coupler for a specific applica*on, consider the following 
factors: 
 

• Coupling Factor: Determines the amount of power extracted at the coupled port. Select 
a value appropriate for the monitoring or feedback requirements. 
 



• Inser*on Loss: Minimize inser*on loss to maintain signal quality and reduce power loss 
in the mainline. 

• Isola*on: Higher isola*on between the mainline and coupled port ensures accurate 
signal monitoring and prevents interference. 

• Power Handling: Choose a coupler capable of handling the power levels an*cipated in 
your system. 

 
Conclusion: 
 
SMT direc*onal couplers are indispensable components for RF and microwave systems, 
providing power division, signal monitoring, and signal isola*on capabili*es. By understanding 
their principles, selec*ng the right coupler, and following proper assembly and tes*ng 
procedures, engineers and technicians can leverage SMT direc*onal couplers effec*vely to 
enhance the performance and reliability of their systems. 
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